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Trump’s Amazing Victory Against a Stacked Deck
By Roger Aronoff

W

hile the media and the Democrats are in disarray
over the November 8 elections, it looks like
President-elect Donald Trump’s honeymoon is
over before it even began. While there may have been a few
recent reports that were simply factual about Trump’s transition
team and process, virtually all of the reports in the mainstream
media have been negative and even hostile towards Trump, his
transition team and his supporters.
The media meltdown that accompanied Trump’s victory has
been a sight to behold. How could they have completely missed
this outcome?, they wondered. Most of the articles—such as
those by The Washington Post (sampling, weighting and voter
estimation), The New York Times (misunderstanding major
swaths of our country), and Pew Research (underestimating
Trump’s support and “non-response bias”)—attempted to
explain away their acknowledged failure. Hillary Clinton and
her campaign manager John Podesta are blaming the media,
and FBI Director James Comey for his public comments on the
ongoing investigation into Hillary’s mishandling of classified
information.
But this misses the larger point. In spite of a thoroughly biased
and corrupt news media and popular culture that worked their
collective hearts out to rid the country and the world of what
they viewed as an uncouth, dangerous egotistical businessman
and reality TV star, a significant majority, as measured through
our Constitutional system of the Electoral College, chose
Trump over Hillary. Yes, Hillary won the popular vote, but
that’s not how we elect our president.
Whether Trump’s campaign was brilliant, or he was running
against such a flawed candidate that he pulled off a win in spite
of himself, will long be a subject of dispute. But he did just that.
Along the way, he knocked off two political dynasties: Bush and
Clinton. Through WikiLeaks, the FBI investigation, Project
Veritas—which revealed ties between the Clinton campaign,
the Democratic National Committee (DNC) and various leftwing activist groups that plotted to create violence and havoc
at Trump rallies and pursue efforts at voter fraud—the public

learned enough to understand how corrupt and manipulative
the Democrat Party and its top leaders had become.
Another explanation is that Trump was the beneficiary of
billions of dollars of free publicity on TV that enabled his
victory. But the truth is that at least 90 percent of that attention
was negative, intended to make him look bad—and some of it
deservedly so. Trump did have conservative talk-radio on his
side, and several spokespeople who got considerable air time.
He had Sean Hannity’s support, and otherwise fairly balanced
coverage on Fox News.
But for the most part, the media were apoplectic at the
outcome of the election. In essence, their narrative was that
Trump was beyond the pale, and that reports of Hillary’s actions
were exaggerated and false, especially concerning her handling
of classified material, and her actions as secretary of state that
might have influenced payments to the Clinton Foundation,
to Bill Clinton personally, and to allies of the Clintons, such
as in Haiti.
Brian Stelter of CNN’s Reliable Sources said, “Donald
Trump was tapping into something that already existed,
which was distrust of the media, particularly on the right, but
among many Americans who for various reasons distrust the
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Editor’s Message

in the News
AIM Editor Roger Aronoff was a
guest on “Cavuto Coast to Coast” on
November 18 on the Fox Business
Network. The topic was the mainstream media’s doubling down on its
coverage slanted against presidentelect Donald Trump.
“You see it in the coverage today,”
said Aronoff on the show. “Everyone
one of the picks of Trump is considered controversial. That’s the word
that they put on every one of them.”
However, Aronoff said, “when the
Democrats’ chair leading candidate
for the chair of the DNC is Keith Ellison [D-MN], they don’t talk about
controversy there, or look into his
background.”
“There really was no honeymoon
[between the media and Trump] to
begin with,” said Aronoff.
The lesson the media are learning
from Trump’s win is not to reexamine their prejudices about American voters. Rather, “I think the lesson
they’re learning is that the country
was even more racist than they
thought it was,” said Aronoff. “What
really I think was also happening was
that more and more people were
getting their news from other places,
and picking up enough from Project
Veritas and from WikiLeaks and really seeing how corrupt the Democrat Party and Hillary had been.”
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Dear Fellow Media Watchdogs:
The reaction by the media and the popular culture, since
the election on November 8, has been nothing short of stunning. They are both devastated. Meanwhile, President Barack
Obama is on his “Pat myself on the back” tour, regularly
pointing out that he is not to blame in any way for Hillary
Clinton’s defeat, for the eight-year devastation the Democrat
Party has suffered since he was first elected president in 2008,
nor for the numerous failed policies during his two terms.
This ties in to the new media theme that one major factor
that led to Hillary Clinton’s defeat was “fake news” websites—websites that fooled
people into believing things about Hillary and Obama that just weren’t true. This has
led Obama to call for a new way to “curate” news, since he doesn’t want to openly
advocate censorship. But that is the idea. A ministry of truth, perhaps? Companies like
Google and Facebook are promising to fight back against these so-called fake news sites.
We’ve been pointing out for years that the real “fake news” sites are hiding in plain
sight. They include The New York Times, The Washington Post, NBC and MSNBC,
as well as CBS and ABC. They are populated by leftist Democrats—in many cases
activist Democrats—whose agenda is to protect and cover for the Democrat candidates
and office-holders, and to besmirch any Republican or conservative who doesn’t lean
their way as racists, bigots or Nazis. They’re rarely subtle about it.
Under the Obama administration, we have been fed lie after lie, fully protected
by the media, leading Obama to repeatedly cite his “accomplishments,” while claiming that no significant scandals have occurred during his eight years as President. As
I’ve long argued, the scandals have been there, but the left-wing media have refused
to acknowledge them, or to ever blame Obama, except for being too trusting.
But Obama lies about and distorts nearly everything he has touched—from the state
of the economy, to the security of our Southern border; from Obamacare to the claim
that the Iran (unsigned) deal has stopped every path they have to nuclear weapons; to
the claim that we are defeating ISIS, as it has grown from one country to dozens. The
list goes on. No responsibility for Libya or the half million Syrians who have died or
the massive flow of refugees and others pouring into Europe.
And what about Hillary Clinton’s scandals? She placed classified material on an
unsecured server for four years as secretary of state. She also used her position to
enrich her family foundation and family fortune. Is that merely a Clinton scandal,
which President-elect Trump has indicated that he may not pursue? Or is it also yet
another Obama scandal? The voters spoke on November 8. It’s morning in America.•
For Accuracy in Media				
Roger Aronoff

Your Letters
Dear Editor:
The liberal media has absolutely no
credibility left, and yet, they continue to
engage in hard core left-wing bias, rather
than try to salvage their reputation. That
is one special kind of stupid!
SC

Please send Letters to the Editor to:
Accuracy in Media
Attn: Letters to the Editor
4455 Connecticut Ave, NW #330
Washington, DC 20008
or email to info@aim.org
Please keep your submissions to 50 words
or less. Letters may be edited for length.
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media, partly because they’re told to by
conservative talk radio hosts like Rush
Limbaugh and Sean Hannity. But Trump
exploited that mistrust and deepened
it…Trump tapped into that anger at the
media and made it much, much worse.”
Over at MSNBC, Lawrence O’Donnell
called Trump a “tyrant,” and said that
the Democrats in Congress must do all
they can to block him. Rachel Maddow
then referred to Trump as “vengeance
minded.” Not much of a honeymoon.
I have heard very few complaints
about Libertarian candidate Gary
Johnson or Green Party candidate Jill
Stein. Granted, we don’t really know
how many of those who voted for them
would have otherwise voted for Hillary,
Trump, or stayed home. But, take
Michigan, for example. That is the one
state that, according to most websites
keeping track, still hasn’t been officially
called. Trump leads by less than 12,000
votes, while Johnson received 173,000
votes and Stein 50,000. In Wisconsin,
Trump won by 27,000, while Johnson
received 106,000, and Stein got 31,000.
Regarding Florida, Trump won by
120,000, Johnson received 206,000
votes while Stein got 64,000.
Trump could have lost Wisconsin and
Michigan and still have received enough
electoral votes to win. But if he also had
lost Florida, Hillary would have won. In
Pennsylvania, Trump won by 64,000,
while Johnson/Stein won 190,000 votes.
Remember Ralph Nader in 2000? He
earned the wrath of Democrats forever
for supposedly preventing Al Gore from
winning Florida. But that anger aimed
at third-party candidates doesn’t seem
to have caught on this year. Despite the

many pleas from Bernie Sanders (I-VT),
Hillary, and the Obamas to not vote for
third party candidates, many did anyway.
And now, Republicans dominate the
political landscape, with 33 governors,
68 of 99 legislative bodies across the
country, the House, the Senate and the
White House. The left-wing website
Daily Kos has published the best graphics
that I found on how dramatic the
Republican dominance of the political
landscape across the country actually
is. Currently Republicans outnumber
Trump struck a chord with many
who haven’t been voting in recent
elections through his relentless
attacks on the bias and dishonesty
of the media...
Democrats in the Senate by 52 to 48. But
in 2018, Democrats must defend 25 seats
(including the two Independent senators
who caucus with the Democrats), while
the GOP must defend only eight seats.
The Democrats thought that bringing
out some big guns—former Sen. Russ
Feingold (WI), former Sen. Evan Bayh
(IN) and former Gov. Ted Strickland
(OH)—would give them control of
the Senate. But all three lost. Hillary is
being criticized for never having gone to
Wisconsin to campaign, overconfident
that she would win it. The Democrat
blame game and finger-pointing is only
beginning
Hillary never held an open press
conference throughout this entire year.
It was always controlled situations
whenever she met the press.
Trump struck a chord with many who

haven’t been voting in recent elections
through his relentless attacks on the bias
and dishonesty of the media, and on
the incompetence and corruption of the
Obama/Clinton administration. Hillary
wrapped herself in Obama’s supposed
popularity—he and Michelle certainly
worked hard for her victory, at least in
the last month or so—but in the end,
it was to no avail. His appeal to certain
voters didn’t transfer to Hillary.
What is remarkable about Trump’s
victory is what he had to overcome to
win. Besides the media, two former
Republican
presidents,
Google,
Facebook, Pope Francis, pollsters,
a money gap (reports indicate that
Hillary raised $380 million more than
Trump), Trump’s inexperience, and the
complete panoply of pop culture—
from Lady Gaga to Katy Perry to Miley
Cyrus; Bruce Springsteen, Bon Jovi,
Jimmy Kimmel, Jimmy Fallon, Stephen
Colbert, everyone on the Comedy
Central Channel, many scripted shows
such as “Madam Secretary,” and LeBron
James—there was active voter fraud,
some of which the Public Interest Legal
Foundation has documented. And still
Trump won.
The name-calling, caterwauling,
crying and disgust will continue on the
left, as they figure out how to pick up the
pieces and move forward.
Roger Aronoff is the Editor of Accuracy
in Media, and a member of the Citizens’
Commission on Benghazi. He can be
contacted at roger.aronoff@aim.org.

Blue Collar Election Shocks Liberal Media
By Cliff Kincaid

B

efore Election Day, the liberal
media were speculating about
the demise of the Republican

Party. However, the media misjudged
the electorate before November 8 and
they are misjudging it again. It’s the
Democratic Party that faces an uncertain
future.
In an MSNBC broadcast before
Election Day, MTV’s Ana Marie Cox
said the results might just mean that the
GOP would “cease to be a national party”
because the demographic trends were in
favor of Democrats, and the Democrats
had “reclaimed the mantle of patriotism”
and “reclaimed the mantle of faith.”
Host Lawrence O’Donnell agreed,

asking, “Are you looking for in
tomorrow night’s results…the beginning
of the discussion within the Republican
Party about how to rebuild itself into
something resembling a coherent party?”
Former Jeb Bush communications
director and “political strategist” Tim
Miller said, “I have a lot of pessimism
about where the party goes.”
After the results came in, leftwing journalist John Nichols became
despondent, writing in his most recent
column that “The Democratic Party
had not lost a presidential race in
continued on page 4
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Wisconsin since 1984. But it did in
2016. The Democratic Party had not
lost a Wisconsin U.S. Senate race in a
presidential election year since 1980. But
it did in 2016.”
But it gets worse. “The Democratic
Party has been decimated in the state
Legislature,” he writes from Wisconsin,
“with a Senate caucus that looks likely
to have 13 seats (the smallest total since
Richard Nixon was president) and an
Assembly caucus with 35 members (the
smallest total since Dwight Eisenhower
was president).”
In Wisconsin, as noted by Wisconsin
Public Radio, Republican Governor
Scott Walker will have his biggest GOP
majorities yet when lawmakers return to
Madison next year.
Nichols, who writes for The Capital
Times, says the Democratic Party of
Wisconsin “is going to need to rethink
and remake itself,” but that “this is not
just a Wisconsin problem. This is a
national crisis.” His solution is to elect a
radical Muslim, Rep. Keith Ellison (DMN), as chairman of the Democratic
National Committee.
Frank Gaffney of the Center for
Security Policy rightly notes, “One would
think that the last thing Democrats
want to publicize after their wholesale
repudiation by American voters is their
party’s ties to radical leftists and Islamic

supremacists.” Yet, he goes on, that will be
the “predictable effect” of Ellison leading
the Democratic National Committee.
Nichols is not alone in recommending
Ellison as DNC chair. Ellison is backed
by Senators Bernie Sanders (I-VT),
Charles Schumer (D-NY) and Elizabeth
Warren (D-MA).
Going further left, in this case
embracing a “fiery critic of Israel,”
is starting to attract some media
scrutiny. The embrace of Ellison could
be interpreted as a death wish by the
Democratic Party.
The political situation has changed
dramatically. Five years ago Nichols
was telling the Democratic Socialists of
America that the progressive movement
was on the move, and that this process
of revolutionary change would continue.
So what happened? Simply put, the
Democratic Party abandoned the
working class, once considered the
cornerstone of the Marxist revolution.
Scott Paul, president of the Alliance
for American Manufacturing, calls it
“The Blue Collar Election.” He says, “A
week has passed since election night,
and if it wasn’t clear then, it is now:
Economic pain in the industrial states is
real and has shocked our politics.”
In order for the Republican Party to
take advantage of this dramatic shift,
President-elect Donald Trump has

to get tough with foreign countries.
Kevin L. Kearns, president of the U.S.
Business & Industry Council, says that
Trump will face a lot of opposition as
he pursues a “balanced trade” agenda.
His antagonists include “Wall Street
institutions, multinational corporations,
major business organizations, academic
economists, editorial boards, business
journalists, opinion writers, bloggers, and
the generally knowledge-free mainstream
media,” Kearns writes.
His remark about a “knowledge-free
mainstream media” is right on target.
But as we have seen in coverage of the
campaign and their predictions about
the results, a lack of knowledge hasn’t
stopped the media from claiming to be
knowledgeable.
The media may sound stupid, but they
must realize that if the Republicans are
able to accommodate the interests of
their new Blue Collar constituency and
bring forth a balanced trade and progrowth agenda, the Democrats will be left
with a constituency consisting of a few
Muslims, some gays and transgenders,
student debt-laden young people, and
the radical pro-abortion feminist lobby.
It’s difficult to see how the Democrats
can assemble a majority out of that.
Cliff Kincaid is the Director of the
AIM Center for Investigative Journalism.

Lazy Liberal Journalists Smear Bannon
By Cliff Kincaid

M

edia bias won’t let up
just because the liberal
media were humiliated
on November 8. The bias is now
being directed at the President-elect’s
conservative appointments.
On the CBS Evening News, anchor
Scott Pelley proclaimed that the Southern
Poverty Law Center had declared that
Donald J. Trump’s campaign CEO
Stephen Bannon “has no business being
in the White House.” Bannon was
named as chief strategist and counselor.
In fact, the Southern Poverty Law
Center (SPLC) has no business being
cited as a credible source by any
responsible news organization. It smears
conservatives for profit, diverting
attention from real domestic threats,
such as the Marxist extremists currently
demonstrating against Trump in the
4
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streets and threatening to disrupt his
inauguration.
Many of the demonstrators are from
the ANSWER Coalition, an outgrowth
of the pro-North Korea Marxist-Leninist
Workers World Party.
But don’t expect to get any information
about the ANSWER Coalition from the
SPLC.
In fact, the SPLC is in bed with
communists of all kinds, having
participated in the notorious Left Forum

held in New York City earlier this year.
We noted at the time that the event
featured “an assortment of communists,
9/11 truthers, pro-Palestinian and antiIsrael activists, and other extremists.”
Even more troubling, SPLC President
and CEO Richard Cohen was a member
of the “Countering Violent Extremism
Working Group” of the Department
of Homeland Security in 2010. It is
possible that Cohen, in this capacity,
was able to get access to classified
information, and that the SPLC, in turn,
shared its erroneous data on conservative
opponents of the Obama administration
with federal law enforcement agencies.
The attacks on Bannon stem
from his leadership of the news site,
Breitbart News, a popular source of
alternative news and information which
was strongly pro-Trump during the
campaign. On occasion, the site features

continued on page 5
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some unorthodox conservative views that
Bannon’s critics have tried to pin on him.
The site was named for Andrew
Breitbart, who pioneered new and
effective ways to undermine the left.
One of his disciples, Jeremy Segal, did a
video exposing Democratic Rep. Danny
K. Davis (IL) being honored at the
Communist Party U.S.A.’s headquarters
in Chicago for a lifetime of “inspiring
leadership.”
Lazy liberal journalists would rather
cite the SPLC as authoritative without
having to bother to investigate how
the group has been exposed by such
investigative reporters on the left as
Ken Silverstein. At one time, notes
Silverstein, the group did some good
work against racist hate groups. But later,
in order to expand its business model
and make more money, it expanded the
“hate” label to mainstream conservative
organizations. It has accumulated $300
million in a reserve fund and has become
“one of the most profitable charities in
the country,” with its top officials getting
membership in the so-called financial
elite one percent.
This journalist was named a member
of the “radical right,” a designation
then transformed into a charge of
“Islamophobia” by the Council on
American-Islamic Relations (CAIR). The
accusations are designed to silence First
Amendment rights and discourage the

media from going to conservative sources
for news, information and commentary.
Before Pelley uncritically cited the
SPLC, Kate Snow was on MSNBC
talking about how Trump’s stand against
illegal immigration was similar to that
of the secretary of state of Kansas, Kris
Kobach. She said Kobach had given
“support” to the Social Contract Press,
which she described as a “hate group”
designated by the Southern Poverty Law
Center.
The Social Contract Press rebuts all
Lazy liberal journalists would
rather cite the SPLC as authoritative
without having to bother to
investigate how the group has been
exposed...
of the accusations, while noting that the
SPLC’s $300 million cash hoard “rivals
that of [the] Clinton Foundation.” It
was the Social Contract Press which
published one of Silverstein’s articles
exposing the SPLC.
Indeed, Silverstein’s exposé was just
one section of a major report the Social
Contract Press published in 2010 that
examined the SPLC’s strategy and tactics.
Yet, it’s Bannon who is being accused
of being an extremist. The Washington
Post admits there’s no real evidence
behind the allegation, making it just
another smear picked up by most of the

media without adequate checking or
verification.
What we are witnessing in the faux
outrage against Bannon is a fear that
the Trump administration and the new
Republican Congress will get back to
the business of monitoring real domestic
threats.
For example, Trump adviser Walid
Phares has already indicated that
the President-elect will back a bill,
the Muslim Brotherhood Terrorist
Designation Act, which could lead
to an investigation of the Council on
American-Islamic Relations.
Trevor Loudon, the producer of
the new film, “Enemies Within,” says
the Muslim Brotherhood Terrorist
Designation Act could be supplemented
by the House and Senate bringing back
committees or subcommittees devoted
to exposing internal security problems,
also known as un-American activities.
A member of Congress exposed
in the film for his ties to the Muslim
Brotherhood is Rep. Keith Ellison (DMN), who is running for chairman of
the Democratic National Committee.
Cliff Kincaid is the Director of the AIM
Center for Investigative Journalism, and
can be contacted at cliff.kincaid@aim.org

MSNBC’s Election Day “Crystal Ball” is Broken
By Cliff Kincaid

I

nstead of underwriting media
stars who fail to predict the future,
perhaps the University of Virginia
(UVA) ought to get back to teaching
students marketable skills so they can
obtain good jobs.
One of the big losers on November 8
was UVA media star and Professor Larry
Sabato, who said on MSNBC’s Lawrence
O’Donnell show that “Our prediction is

that Hillary Clinton will get 322 electoral
votes, and Donald Trump will get 216.”
Trump/Pence are projected to get
306 electoral votes to Clinton/Kaine’s
232.
Perhaps he should take up astrology.
His Crystal Ball newsletter “has been a
leader in accurately predicting elections
since its inception,” says Sabato’s
website. Described as “authoritative,”
the newsletter is part of the Center for
Politics at the University of Virginia.
His total compensation in 2014 was
$380,000.
On the November 7 O’Donnell show,
Sabato predicted Clinton would win
North Carolina (Trump won it) and that
Clinton had a real shot of winning Ohio
(Trump won it by nine points).
Sabato said, “One of my great people

at the Crystal Ball, Kyle Kondik, wrote
a book called Bellwether about Ohio…
so his contacts are the best and they keep
telling us that it’s much, much closer
than people realize and that Clinton
might, might be able to pull out a victory
there…”
Kondik is managing editor of Sabato’s
Crystal Ball newsletter.
Sabato also predicted a net gain of four
for Democrats in the Senate, resulting in
a 50-50 tie in Congress’ upper chamber.
“If we’re right about the presidential
contest, that means Vice President Tim
Kaine (D) will be breaking ties after
Inauguration,” Sabato claimed.
Sabato thought there was a chance of
Democrats taking the Senate. “If we’re
off on the total number of seat changes
[in the Senate],” he said, “we think it’s
continued on page 6
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slightly likelier that Democrats get to
51 or 52 than Republicans. That could
mean the Democrats pulling out a win
in Indiana, Missouri, or North Carolina.
If Republicans hold on to the majority,
it probably would be because Ayotte
survives in New Hampshire.”
In fact, Ayotte lost in New Hampshire
and Republicans won in Indiana,
Missouri, and North Carolina.
Ayotte alienated Republicans by
abandoning Trump. Her campaign
alienated conservatives by passing
out free condoms to get votes at the
University of New Hampshire.
Rather than being losses, the GOP
victories were:
• In Indiana, the Republican Todd
Young beat Democrat Evan Bayh by
52.1 to 42.4.
• In Missouri, the Republican Roy
Blunt beat the Democrat Jason Kander by 49.4 to 46.2.
• In North Carolina, the Republican
Richard Burr beat the Democrat
Deborah Ross by 51.1 to 45.3.
After the Trump victory, Sabato’s UVA
website declared, “We heard for months
from many of you, saying that we were
underestimating the size of a potential
hidden Trump vote and his ability to
win. We didn’t believe it, and we were
wrong. The Crystal Ball is shattered.
We’ll pick up the pieces starting next
week as we try to unpack what happened
in this election, where there was so much
dramatic change from just four years

ago.”
He added, “We have a lot to learn, and
we must make sure the Crystal Ball never
has another year like this. This team
expects more of itself, and we apologize
to our readers for our errors.”
Perhaps Sabato ought to spend more
time teaching classes and less time on
MSNBC, CNN and other channels.
To make matters worse, O’Donnell
brought on Ana Marie Cox, a rabid
feminist now with MTV, who breathed
a sigh of relief at Sabato’s prediction
that Trump wouldn’t win. But she said
America still had a lot to fear because
Trump’s success in the primaries had
revealed some “real ugly things” about
the U.S.
She added, “I am hopeful this is going
to be a fairly resounding victory and
that is going to put some shame back
in people about the kinds of things that
have come up during this election.”
Former Jeb Bush communications
director Tim Miller was then brought on
to say that he was hopeful that Hispanic
immigrants would be “the ones to put
the nail in Donald Trump’s coffin” in
states like Colorado, Nevada and Florida.
Trump lost in Nevada by only 2 points
and Colorado by only about 3 points.
Trump beat Clinton in Florida.
Sabato told O’Donnell that a firm
called Latino Decisions had estimated
that Clinton would get a higher
percentage of Latino votes than Barack
Obama, and that Trump was at only 16

percent.
The results were much different. In fact,
the Pew Research Center says Clinton
had a lower percentage of Latinos than
Obama, and Trump got 29 percent, two
more points that Mitt Romney in 2012.
My crystal ball says Sabato will not
change the name of his newsletter and
that he will be back in four years making
another round of predictions.
O’Donnell himself bought into the
hype, declaring that the fear is that
“the presidency will be handed over to
ignorance, incompetence and bigotry,”
but that “the latest polls indicate that…
America should have nothing to fear.”
He added, “Donald Trump has taken
this country to the brink, and tomorrow
voters are likely to take it back.”
This episode of the O’Donnell show
demonstrates how the media talk among
themselves, using sources that reaffirm
their biases, while ignoring objective
reality.
We have come to expect this from
MSNBC, but to have a prestigious
university like UVA participate in such a
charade is an absolute disgrace.
“The glass ceiling did not break
Tuesday night, but the Crystal Ball
shattered,” wrote Andrew Cain of the
Richmond Times-Dispatch, in a story
about Sabato’s humiliation.
But don’t think that Sabato will slink
away in disgrace. He was back on CNN
on Monday giving his opinion on the
Electoral College.

New York Times
Publisher Vows to Cover
President Trump Fairly

As Donald Trump begins preparing
for his new administration, those words
have rarely felt more important.
The Times is certainly not afraid — our
investigative report has demonstrated our
courage many times over. That fearless,
hard-fought journalism will always stand
as the backbone of The Times, no matter
the President.
But we also approach the incoming
Trump administration without bias. We
will cover his policies and his agenda
fairly. We will bring expert analysis and
thoughtful commentary to the changes
we see in government, and to their
ramifications on the ground.
We will look within and beyond
Washington to explore the roots of
the anger that has roiled red and blue
America. If many Americans no longer
seem to understand each other, let’s

make it our job to interpret and explain.
Our predecessors founded our singular
newspaper for just this moment—to
serve as a watchdog to the powerful; and
to hold mighty institutions accountable,
without fear or favor. We are more than
ready to fulfill that promise.
Together, we have built the world’s best
digital newsroom and it, too, was made
for just this moment. We will chronicle
the new administration with a lightning-

By Don Irvine

A

fter joining with the rest of the
liberal media to try and defeat
Donald Trump, New York
Times publisher Arthur Sulzberger issued
a memo to the newsroom via email that
President-elect Donald Trump would be
covered “fairly” and “without bias:”
“Dear Colleagues,
As we close one of the most momentous weeks in our nation’s recent history,
let’s pause for a moment on those famous
instructions that Adolph S. Ochs left for
us: to cover the news without fear or
favor.
6
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fast report that features stories told in
every medium and on every platform.
Here is what we have all dedicated
our careers to: Going after the biggest
stories in the world, and telling them as
ambitiously as possible.
Get some rest this weekend. We have
lots to do.
Arthur”
Sulzberger’s memo came just two days
after the paper’s public editor Liz Spayd
suggested that the Times might not
have missed so badly on their election
predictions had they spent more time
in Red America, instead of just focusing
on sound-bite coverage of the Trump
campaign.
Later on Friday, Sulzberger, along
with executive editor Dean Baquet,
issued a letter to readers telling them
that the Times will “rededicate” itself to
honest journalism and asking for their
continued support:
“To our readers,
When the biggest political story of the
year reached a dramatic and unexpected
climax late Tuesday night, our newsroom
turned on a dime and did what it has
done for nearly two years—cover the
2016 election with agility and creativity.
After such an erratic and unpredictable
election
there
are
inevitable
questions: Did Donald Trump’s sheer
unconventionality lead us and other
news outlets to underestimate his support
among American voters? What forces
and strains in America drove this divisive
election and outcome? Most important,
how will a president who remains a
largely enigmatic figure actually govern
when he takes office?
As we reflect on this week’s momentous
result, and the months of reporting
and polling that preceded it, we aim to
rededicate ourselves to the fundamental
mission of Times journalism. That is to
report America and the world honestly,
without fear or favor, striving always
to understand and reflect all political
perspectives and life experiences in the
stories that we bring to you. It is also to
hold power to account, impartially and
unflinchingly. We believe we reported
on both candidates fairly during the
presidential campaign. You can rely on
The New York Times to bring the same
fairness, the same level of scrutiny, the
same independence to our coverage of
the new president and his team.

We cannot deliver the independent,
original journalism for which we are
known without the loyalty of our
subscribers. We want to take this
opportunity, on behalf of all Times
journalists, to thank you for that loyalty.
Sincerely,
Arthur O. Sulzberger Jr.
Publisher
Dean Baquet
Executive Editor”
Trump won’t be inaugurated until
January 20, so the Times still has a couple
of months before they reform and start
their “honest” coverage of the next
president.

Harry Reid Blasts “Hate
and Bigotry” of President-Elect Trump
By Don Irvine

S

enate Minority Leader Harry
Reid (D-NV) took advantage of
the fact that he won’t be in office
next year having to deal with President
Trump, by blasting the future leader of
the free world in a statement posted on
his website:
“I have personally been on the ballot
in Nevada for 26 elections and I have
never seen anything like the reaction
to the election completed last Tuesday.
The election of Donald Trump has
emboldened the forces of hate and
bigotry in America.
“White nationalists, Vladimir Putin
and ISIS are celebrating Donald Trump’s
victory, while innocent, law-abiding
Americans are wracked with fear—
especially African Americans, Hispanic
Americans, Muslim Americans, LGBT
Americans and Asian Americans.
Watching white nationalists celebrate

while innocent Americans cry tears of
fear does not feel like America.
“I have heard more stories in the past
48 hours of Americans living in fear of
their own government and their fellow
Americans than I can remember hearing
in five decades in politics. Hispanic
Americans who fear their families will
be torn apart, African Americans being
heckled on the street, Muslim Americans
afraid to wear a headscarf, gay and
lesbian couples having slurs hurled at
them and feeling afraid to walk down the
street holding hands. American children
waking up in the middle of the night
crying, terrified that Trump will take
their parents away. Young girls unable to
understand why a man who brags about
sexually assaulting women has been
elected president.
“I have a large family. I have one
daughter and twelve granddaughters.
The texts, emails and phone calls I have
received from them have been filled with
fear—fear for themselves, fear for their
Hispanic and African American friends,
for their Muslim and Jewish friends,
for their LBGT friends, for their Asian
friends. I’ve felt their tears and I’ve felt
their fear.
“We as a nation must find a way
to move forward without consigning
those who Trump has threatened to the
shadows. Their fear is entirely rational,
because Donald Trump has talked
openly about doing terrible things to
them. Every news piece that breathlessly
obsesses over inauguration preparations
compounds their fear by normalizing a
man who has threatened to tear families
apart, who has bragged about sexually
assaulting women and who has directed
crowds of thousands to intimidate
reporters and assault African Americans.
Their fear is legitimate and we must
refuse to let it fall through the cracks
between the fluff pieces.
“If this is going to be a time of healing,
we must first put the responsibility for
healing where it belongs: at the feet of
Donald Trump, a sexual predator who lost
the popular vote and fueled his campaign
with bigotry and hate. Winning the
electoral college does not absolve Trump
of the grave sins he committed against
millions of Americans. Donald Trump
may not possess the capacity to assuage
those fears, but he owes it to this nation
to try.
continued on page 8
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continued from page 8

“If Trump wants to roll back the tide of
hate he unleashed, he has a tremendous
amount of work to do and he must begin
immediately.”
The only hate I’m seeing right now is
the hate coming from the people who are
protesting Trump’s victory and rioting in
several cities around the country. Funny,
but I don’t remember conservatives
reacting like this when Barack Obama
was elected.
Sen. Reid also seems to have forgotten
that according to the Constitution of the
United States, presidents are elected not
based on the popular vote, but by the
Electoral College. This process has served
us well for over 200 years, and Reid has
been perfectly fine with it until now. But
not this time, since his candidate lost an
election she was expected to win handily.
In making this statement at a time
when emotions are raw from the election,
Reid has shown just how clueless and
classless he really is.

NY Times Public Editor
Explains Why They Blew
the Election

By Don Irvine

I

n a mea culpa to its readers, New
York Times public editor Liz Spayd
tried to explain why the paper,
along with a majority of the liberal
media, badly missed predicting Donald
Trump’s victory:
“On Tuesday afternoon, The New York
Times told readers in its Upshot polling
feature that Hillary Clinton had an 84
percent chance of winning. And for
many weeks leading up to Election Day,
The Times delivered a steady stream of
stories. One described Clinton’s powerful
and well-organized ground operation—
and Trump’s frazzled counterattack.
Another claimed a surge in the Latino
vote that could decide the election.
Others speculated on the composition
and tenor of a Clinton cabinet. The
8
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picture was of a juggernaut of blue state
invincibility that mostly dismissed the
likelihood of a Trump White House.”
Spayd then noted how the 84-percent
Upshot figure flipped to 95-percent for
Trump as the votes started to come in
from the battleground states.
According to Spayd, many Times
readers took the opportunity to call the
paper out for blowing the election.
“Perhaps the election result would not
be such a surprise if your reporting had
acknowledged what ordinary Americans
care about, rather than pushing the
limited agenda of your editors,” wrote
one reader. “Please come down from
your New York City skyscraper and join
the rest of us.”
Spayd then admitted the Times got
too caught up with sound-bite coverage
of Trump supporters and missed the real
reason he was resonating with voters:
“But as The Times begins a period
of self-reflection, I hope its editors will
think hard about the half of America the
paper too seldom covers.
The red state America campaign
coverage that rang the loudest in news
coverage grew out of Trump rallies, and
it often amplified the voices of the most
hateful. One especially compelling video
produced with footage collected over
months on the campaign trail, captured
the ugly vitriol like few others. That’s
important coverage. But it and pieces
like it drowned out the kind of agendafree, deep narratives that could have
taken Times readers deeper into the lives
and values of the people who just elected
the next president.
In other words, The Times would
serve readers well with fewer brief
interviews, fewer snatched slogans that
inevitably render a narrow caricature of
those who spoke them. If you want to
further educate yourself on the newly
empowered, check out the work of
George Packer in The New Yorker. You’ll
leave wiser about what just happened.
Times journalists can be masters at
doing these pieces, but they do them best
when describing the lives of struggling
immigrants, for example, or those living
on the streets.”
The Times, along with the rest of the
liberal media, went all out to defeat
Trump and they fell flat on their faces.
Maybe next time they can actually try to

cover the campaign in a fair and honest
manner, but I won’t hold my breath
waiting for that to happen.

MSNBC’s Chuck Todd
Notes “Hillary’s Shrinking Presence” From
Democratic Political
Talk

By Don Irvine

I

n all the post-election discussion
taking place, MSNBC’s Chuck
Todd notes that one thing he is
hearing less and less of in Democratic
circles is the name “Hillary Clinton.”
Todd said that he finds the “incredible
shrinking presence of Hillary Clinton”
surprising, considering that the Clintons
have “dominated much of the air
supply in the Democratic Party for the
past 30 years,” and now there is barely
any mention of her at all—positive or
negative—from Democrats. He added:
“This election wasn’t a wholesale
rejection of a candidate like, McGovern,
Mondale or Dukakis. But even though
she didn’t get wiped out on the electoral
map, it seems like the Clintons are
being quietly wiped off the map in
Democratic politics. But instead of
being done in a very public way—sort
of an excommunication a la Dukakis or
Carter—it’s just quiet. No rallying, no
nothing. Just hoping if you don’t say the
name, just like Beetlejuice, it just never
appears.”
Democrats bet the farm on Hillary
Clinton and lost big, so it’s no wonder
that they would want to avoid any
mention of the candidate who has sent
the party into an unexpected—for
them—tailspin.
Don Irvine is Chairman of Accuracy
in Media. He is active on Facebook and
Twitter. You can follow him @donirvine to
read his latest thoughts.

